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About This Game
Lone Wolf is a game to become a captain of the space warship “Lone Wolf”, like Captain Harlock of Arcadia or Yamato of
Space Battleship to experience of a space battle opera.
Point 1 : Strategic turret installation according to the characteristics of the enemy gas
You will fall into the charm of a gun that emits a powerful firepower toward the enemies, and you will be attracted by the
various charms of the space warship “Lone Wolf”.
Various turrets installed on space battleships
Turrets (turrets) that are installed in a battleship are divided into a physical system and an optical system. You can operate a
tactical battle by installing turrets (turrets) that match the type and nature of the enemies the appearance.
Point 2 : Strengthening and Growing the Skills
Space Battleship Yamato's Skill Wave with the space battleship Lone Wolf's skill to show off the enough power to change the
battle board
Plasma flare / Energy shield / Hyper booster
It has a plasma flare skill that generates powerful energy waves within a certain range around a space warship of Lone Wolf, and
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an energy shield that reduces damage by creating a shield on a warship, and a hyper booster skill that increases the movement
speed of a certain time of period.
Contents
Mission
3 chapter & Extra mission total 40 mission
Survival
Survival is Infinite play content. Staying for a long time from the enemies.
Play Tip!!
Users should attack enemies, keeping proper distance from them!!
Enemies that are appeared would approach toward the battleship to damage it.
Radar plays the role as a device to show from which direction enemies are approaching to the battleship. With Radar's help,
users get to notice a route from which enemies are closing in on the battleship and then move against from a route that enemies
approach.
While enemies are coming near to attack the battleship, users could gain time as well as secure the time to subdue enemies.
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Title: Battleship Lonewolf
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
WolfShipGames Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
WolfShipGames Co., Ltd.
Release Date: 23 Nov, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: 7 or higher
Processor: Intel i5-4590 or higher
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: 3D Card with 512MB video memory
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 400 MB available space
Sound Card: NA

English,French,Italian,Japanese,Korean,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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At first, I really enjoyed this game. I've played my fair share of VN's, and I thought the production values were good, the story
was cute, and the stats mechanism easy enough to understand. Unfortunately, I discovered on the second playthrough that your
choices do not matter. I wanted to see what ending I would get if I purposefully made bad choices, and I got the *exact same
ending as if I had made the "love" choice.* In other words, my choices didn't matter at all. The only thing they affected was if I
received some bonus content or chapters.
This really effected the story for me. Why bother having a "love stat" or "love choice" if no matter what you do, the characters
fall in love?. This game starts out hard but once you get past the beggining you will find one of the best games you have ever
played. I need more episodes to be released.. Great Game ! You can tell the devoper has spent a great deal of time getting
everything right. This is a recomended buy.
Message to the developer:
Please don't give up on Steam its just a matter of time for people to learn that you are here.
I have purchased all your games on IOS and will buy them on steam too.
Inferno 2 plays great on the big screen! Steam needs more developers like you, it surprises me that they don't promote your
game more for you.. Excellent Benchmark when building your own pc.. A brilliant little pack for the money if you use all its
features if your one who drives it from the f4 hud and never feel's confident to drive a steamer how you should this is a great
learners tool with nicley layed out cab and easy to understand manual.The addition of the autocoach is possibly the best feature
of this pack as it allows me to have another challenge when i had the engine down and in practice an entirly diffrent experence.
The modeling and texture work is second to non the high standared expected of victory works is shown well in this pack and the
phisycs and sounds are also of a high quality my only gripe of this engine is that the rear middle window will not open already
achived on the 56xx made by karma 99 many years ago apart from this the engine is a great bit of kit and a pleasure to drive. A
pretty good detective game with pretty good story. Not too long aswell. Great gameplay and decent graphics for that time. Get it
on sale for sure!. A great Game. Lot´s of fun. I´d like to see more Games like this. The "2 PLayer in the same room but only one
PC" Option is wonderful!. This game has that fresh new experience that indies are made to deliver. The levels are just the right
amount in length and not too easy nor too difficult to solve, especially when you correctly use the bonus items you get from
trapping spiders. It has good replayability considering that the levels are randomly generated each time you start a new game, so
you are always solving new mazes. It does require a system with reasonable graphics capability, so my low-spec laptop was
borderline but my desktop with dedicated video card had no issues.. YOU GOTTA GO IN THE SPACE HOLE. I look at this as
just like one of the old short cartoons. It's nothing fancy, but worth a few minutes if you are short on content to keep you
occupied while you wait for your wallet to recover from purchasing VR.
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9/10. Buy it, Play it and KILL THE RAT BEAST!!! Royal Kingdom - add me and let us get those rat Cvnts :p. Perhaps overly
simplistic, the completely random nature of the game removes any skill or learning from the game. Additionally, the game
doesn't clearly convey the rules or the meaning of your actions.
The only driving force while playing this is to unlock the next contending gunslinger. If you're down to roll dice over and over
until you finally get to see another pixelated sprite, this game is for you.. Pretty Cool.. The game is great, being a new game to
Steam and all. There is plenty of room for improvement, but it is still far and away the best AFL management sim on the market
imo.
With time, the game will only get better, hopefully with continuous game improvements from the devs.
Definitely a game for AFL fans and for people looking to sink a few hours over the offseason.

. Exactly what I was hoping for
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